Individual Technical Contribution Proposal

I accept individual personal responsibility for achieving the following technical requirements (list Requirement Numbers (RXXX, GPRXXX, SOW page/paragraph numbers, and/or relevant Formula EV rules sections...)):

  GPR008 (Statement of Work page 38): I am responsible for the manufacturability of the project.

  R003d (Statement of Work pages 28-29): I am responsible for the tractive system interface, otherwise known as the TSI.

  R003g (Statement of Work page 29): I am responsible for the GLV CAN bus.

I accept individual personal responsibility for providing the following deliverables (list Deliverable Numbers (DXXX…)):

  D007 (Statement of Work page 13): I am responsible for the project website.

Name (print): Brandon Martinez

Email Address: martineb@lafayette.edu

Date: 2/2/2016